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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February-2015 
EHV AC TRANSMISSION 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. A charge of 10µC is placed at a distance of 2m from the center of a sphere of radius 0.5m. Calculate 

the magnitude of  a point charge Q2 which will make the sphere at zero potential ?           [ ]   
(a)3 µC      (b)0 µC        (c)1 µC             (d)  2.5 µC 

 
2. The potential difference between two points, one of them being taken as reference in the field of a 

line charge is                           [ ]                    
(a)logarithmic     (b)exponential    (c)parabolic       (d)straight line 

 
3. In calculating the voltage gradient on the surface of a sub-conductor the assumption made is     
             [ ] 
 (a)conductors of the other phases or poles are very far from the bundled conductor under  
                examination     

(b)the image conductors are very far     
(c)both a and b     (d)the image conductors are very near 

 
4. When a line is energized and no corona present, the current is a pure sine wave  and    [ ]                    

(a)resistive    (b)capacitive   (c)inductive   (d)all the above 
 
5. According to Peeks formula when r=1cm, H=5m,  f=50Hz,  E=1.1Eo   and δ=1 the corona loss is   

________ kw/km                       [ ]                    
(a)  1      (b)2      (c)4        (d)3 

 
6. The audible noise generated by a line is a function of           [ ]                    

(a)surface voltage gradient on conductors     (b)conductor diameter    
(c)atmospheric conditions        (d)All the above 

 
7. The concept of modes of propagation is very useful for              [ ]                    

(a)design of carrier equipment for protection     (b)propagation of switching and lightning surges    
(c)radio interference levels generated by corona pulses      (d)All the above 

 
8. For many complaints audible noise limits are             [ ]                    

(a)59dB      (b)52.5dB       (c)53dB      (d)50dB 
 
9. Audible noise is measured by          [ ]                    

(a)mega microphone     (b)microphone     (c)telephone     (d)none 
 
10. Inductance offered to positive sequence currents               [ ]                    

(a)Ls-Lm      (b)Ls+Lm       (c)La+Lm     (d)La-Lm 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. A __________ is used in hv laboratories for measurement of extra hv and for calibrating other 

measuring apparatus. 
 
12. In two conductor line above ground plane and image conductors, the potentials on the conductors 

with respect to ground are v1 and v2 given as [V]=[P][q/2πeoer]. The elements of [P] are 
_____________ potential coefficients. 

 
13. When corona is present on the conductors, ehv lines generate __________ which is especially high 

during foul weather. 
 
14. The capacitance offered to zero sequence voltages are _________. 
 
15. The effect of conductor resistance on EHV line is _________. 
 
16. The corona loss peak formula is _________. 
 
17. A 345 KV line has a conductor 0.0477m in diameter with an equivalent radius for inductance 

calculation of 0.0179m. The line height is 12m. The inductance per km length of conductor is 
___________mH/Km. 

 
18. The ground return resistance _________ with frequency of the current while the inductance 

________ with frequency paralleling that of the resistance and inductance of a conductor. 
 
19. The ground return resistance matrix is given by ___________. 
 
20. Except for calculating the surface voltage gradient from the charge of each sub conductor, for most 

other calculations the bundle of N sub conductors can be replaced by a single conductor having an 
equivalent radius. This is called the ___________. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. When a line is energized and no corona present, the current is a pure sine wave  and    [ ]                    

(a)resistive    (b)capacitive   (c)inductive   (d)all the above 
 
2. According to Peeks formula when r=1cm, H=5m,  f=50Hz,  E=1.1Eo   and δ=1 the corona loss is   

________ kw/km                       [ ]                    
(a)  1      (b)2      (c)4        (d)3 

 
3. The audible noise generated by a line is a function of           [ ]                    

(a)surface voltage gradient on conductors     (b)conductor diameter    
(c)atmospheric conditions        (d)All the above 

 
4. The concept of modes of propagation is very useful for              [ ]                    

(a)design of carrier equipment for protection     (b)propagation of switching and lightning surges    
(c)radio interference levels generated by corona pulses      (d)All the above 

 
5. For many complaints audible noise limits are             [ ]                    

(a)59dB      (b)52.5dB       (c)53dB      (d)50dB 
 
6. Audible noise is measured by          [ ]                    

(a)mega microphone     (b)microphone     (c)telephone     (d)none 
 
7. Inductance offered to positive sequence currents               [ ]                    

(a)Ls-Lm      (b)Ls+Lm       (c)La+Lm     (d)La-Lm 
 
8. A charge of 10µC is placed at a distance of 2m from the center of a sphere of radius 0.5m. Calculate 

the magnitude of  a point charge Q2 which will make the sphere at zero potential ?           [ ]   
(a)3 µC      (b)0 µC        (c)1 µC             (d)  2.5 µC 

 
9. The potential difference between two points, one of them being taken as reference in the field of a 

line charge is                           [ ]                    
(a)logarithmic     (b)exponential    (c)parabolic       (d)straight line 

 
10. In calculating the voltage gradient on the surface of a sub-conductor the assumption made is     
             [ ] 
 (a)conductors of the other phases or poles are very far from the bundled conductor under  
                examination     

(b)the image conductors are very far     
(c)both a and b     (d)the image conductors are very near 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The capacitance offered to zero sequence voltages are _________. 
 
12. The effect of conductor resistance on EHV line is _________. 
 
13. The corona loss peak formula is _________. 
 
14. A 345 KV line has a conductor 0.0477m in diameter with an equivalent radius for inductance 

calculation of 0.0179m. The line height is 12m. The inductance per km length of conductor is 
___________mH/Km. 

 
15. The ground return resistance _________ with frequency of the current while the inductance 

________ with frequency paralleling that of the resistance and inductance of a conductor. 
 
16. The ground return resistance matrix is given by ___________. 
 
17. Except for calculating the surface voltage gradient from the charge of each sub conductor, for most 

other calculations the bundle of N sub conductors can be replaced by a single conductor having an 
equivalent radius. This is called the ___________. 

 
18. A __________ is used in hv laboratories for measurement of extra hv and for calibrating other 

measuring apparatus. 
 
19. In two conductor line above ground plane and image conductors, the potentials on the conductors 

with respect to ground are v1 and v2 given as [V]=[P][q/2πeoer]. The elements of [P] are 
_____________ potential coefficients. 

 
20. When corona is present on the conductors, ehv lines generate __________ which is especially high 

during foul weather. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The audible noise generated by a line is a function of           [ ]                    

(a)surface voltage gradient on conductors     (b)conductor diameter    
(c)atmospheric conditions        (d)All the above 

 
2. The concept of modes of propagation is very useful for              [ ]                    

(a)design of carrier equipment for protection     (b)propagation of switching and lightning surges    
(c)radio interference levels generated by corona pulses      (d)All the above 

 
3. For many complaints audible noise limits are             [ ]                    

(a)59dB      (b)52.5dB       (c)53dB      (d)50dB 
 
4. Audible noise is measured by          [ ]                    

(a)mega microphone     (b)microphone     (c)telephone     (d)none 
 
5. Inductance offered to positive sequence currents               [ ]                    

(a)Ls-Lm      (b)Ls+Lm       (c)La+Lm     (d)La-Lm 
 
6. A charge of 10µC is placed at a distance of 2m from the center of a sphere of radius 0.5m. Calculate 

the magnitude of  a point charge Q2 which will make the sphere at zero potential ?           [ ]   
(a)3 µC      (b)0 µC        (c)1 µC             (d)  2.5 µC 

 
7. The potential difference between two points, one of them being taken as reference in the field of a 

line charge is                           [ ]                    
(a)logarithmic     (b)exponential    (c)parabolic       (d)straight line 

 
8. In calculating the voltage gradient on the surface of a sub-conductor the assumption made is     
             [ ] 
 (a)conductors of the other phases or poles are very far from the bundled conductor under  
                examination     

(b)the image conductors are very far     
(c)both a and b     (d)the image conductors are very near 

 
9. When a line is energized and no corona present, the current is a pure sine wave  and    [ ]                    

(a)resistive    (b)capacitive   (c)inductive   (d)all the above 
 
10. According to Peeks formula when r=1cm, H=5m,  f=50Hz,  E=1.1Eo   and δ=1 the corona loss is   

________ kw/km                       [ ]                    
(a)  1      (b)2      (c)4        (d)3 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The corona loss peak formula is _________. 
 
12. A 345 KV line has a conductor 0.0477m in diameter with an equivalent radius for inductance 

calculation of 0.0179m. The line height is 12m. The inductance per km length of conductor is 
___________mH/Km. 

 
13. The ground return resistance _________ with frequency of the current while the inductance 

________ with frequency paralleling that of the resistance and inductance of a conductor. 
 
14. The ground return resistance matrix is given by ___________. 
 
15. Except for calculating the surface voltage gradient from the charge of each sub conductor, for most 

other calculations the bundle of N sub conductors can be replaced by a single conductor having an 
equivalent radius. This is called the ___________. 

 
16. A __________ is used in hv laboratories for measurement of extra hv and for calibrating other 

measuring apparatus. 
 
17. In two conductor line above ground plane and image conductors, the potentials on the conductors 

with respect to ground are v1 and v2 given as [V]=[P][q/2πeoer]. The elements of [P] are 
_____________ potential coefficients. 

 
18. When corona is present on the conductors, ehv lines generate __________ which is especially high 

during foul weather. 
 
19. The capacitance offered to zero sequence voltages are _________. 
 
20. The effect of conductor resistance on EHV line is _________. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. For many complaints audible noise limits are             [ ]                    

(a)59dB      (b)52.5dB       (c)53dB      (d)50dB 
 
2. Audible noise is measured by          [ ]                    

(a)mega microphone     (b)microphone     (c)telephone     (d)none 
 
3. Inductance offered to positive sequence currents               [ ]                   

(a)Ls-Lm      (b)Ls+Lm       (c)La+Lm     (d)La-Lm 
 
4. A charge of 10µC is placed at a distance of 2m from the center of a sphere of radius 0.5m. Calculate 

the magnitude of  a point charge Q2 which will make the sphere at zero potential ?           [ ]   
(a)3 µC      (b)0 µC        (c)1 µC             (d)  2.5 µC 

 
5. The potential difference between two points, one of them being taken as reference in the field of a 

line charge is                           [ ]                    
(a)logarithmic     (b)exponential    (c)parabolic       (d)straight line 

 
6. In calculating the voltage gradient on the surface of a sub-conductor the assumption made is     
             [ ] 
 (a)conductors of the other phases or poles are very far from the bundled conductor under  
                examination     

(b)the image conductors are very far     
(c)both a and b     (d)the image conductors are very near 

 
7. When a line is energized and no corona present, the current is a pure sine wave  and    [ ]                    

(a)resistive    (b)capacitive   (c)inductive   (d)all the above 
 
8. According to Peeks formula when r=1cm, H=5m,  f=50Hz,  E=1.1Eo   and δ=1 the corona loss is   

________ kw/km                       [ ]                    
(a)  1      (b)2      (c)4        (d)3 

 
9. The audible noise generated by a line is a function of           [ ]                    

(a)surface voltage gradient on conductors     (b)conductor diameter    
(c)atmospheric conditions        (d)All the above 

 
10. The concept of modes of propagation is very useful for              [ ]                    

(a)design of carrier equipment for protection     (b)propagation of switching and lightning surges    
(c)radio interference levels generated by corona pulses      (d)All the above 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The ground return resistance _________ with frequency of the current while the inductance 

________ with frequency paralleling that of the resistance and inductance of a conductor. 
 
12. The ground return resistance matrix is given by ___________. 
 
13. Except for calculating the surface voltage gradient from the charge of each sub conductor, for most 

other calculations the bundle of N sub conductors can be replaced by a single conductor having an 
equivalent radius. This is called the ___________. 

 
14. A __________ is used in hv laboratories for measurement of extra hv and for calibrating other 

measuring apparatus. 
 
15. In two conductor line above ground plane and image conductors, the potentials on the conductors 

with respect to ground are v1 and v2 given as [V]=[P][q/2πeoer]. The elements of [P] are 
_____________ potential coefficients. 

 
16. When corona is present on the conductors, ehv lines generate __________ which is especially high 

during foul weather. 
 
17. The capacitance offered to zero sequence voltages are _________. 
 
18. The effect of conductor resistance on EHV line is _________. 
 
19. The corona loss peak formula is _________. 
 
20. A 345 KV line has a conductor 0.0477m in diameter with an equivalent radius for inductance 

calculation of 0.0179m. The line height is 12m. The inductance per km length of conductor is 
___________mH/Km. 
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